L I N C O L N E x t e r io r O p t ion s

Exterior Options
Windows and Patio Doors

5 Exterior
Selections!
Every Lincoln window is created
to conquer the elements, promote
design creativity and enhance
your building project; all while
incorporating an architecturally
appealing aesthetic.  
We utilize high quality materials,
state-of-the-art
manufacturing
processes and a continuous
quality improvement program as
keys to our success.

Distinction
Collection

Harmony
Collection

Aluminum Clad - Our most popular
and versatile exterior material
is available in virtually any color,
shape and size.  The prominent
features of aluminum clad
products are dimensional freedom,
minimal maintenance and superior
strength.

Vinyl Clad - As the optimal choice for
outstanding thermal performance
and greater resistance to harsh
coastal environments, this popular
exterior is based on our aluminum
clad platform.  This increasingly
popular series utilizes PVC
cladding.

Available Products

Full product selection

Limited product selection
(excludes Lincoln Fit, Quantum Double
Hung and patio doors)

Frame and Sash

.050 extruded aluminum:

.050 extruded PVC vinyl:

Lincoln’s five exterior choices
offer designers a very distinctive
product offering - the perfect
window solution!

•Eight standard colors*
•Thirty-eight feature colors*
•Unlimited custom colors*

Trim and Sill Nosing

•White
•Sandstone
•Adobe

•Seven spray-on anodized colors**
  
* AAMA 2603 or 2605
** AAMA 2604

With titanium dioxide stabilizers (UV
protectant) and impact modifiers
(improved strength).

Extruded aluminum:

Extruded PVC vinyl:

•2” and 4” brickmould
•4” flat casing
•2”, 4” and 6” panning system
•1/4” and 7/8” sill nosing

•2” brickmould
•3-1/2” flat casing
•7/8” sill nosing
All with a 1” x 1” integral J-channel and
nailing flange.

Spread Mulls

1/2”, 3/4”, 2” and 3-1/2”

5/8” and 1-1/2”

Maintenance

Minimal.  Soap and water.  Can be
waxed to renew luster.

Very minimal.  Periodic soap and water.

Structural Performance

Superior strength and rigidity for allweather protection.

Excellent resistance to harsh coastal
environments.

Thermal Performance

High.

Very high.

Innovation
Collection

Traditions
Collection

Luxury
Collection

Hybrid - This unique product
incorporates key features from
our Aluminum Clad, Vinyl Clad
and Primed exteriors.   Combine a
Primed frame and its array of trim
and sill nosings with an Aluminum
Clad or Vinyl Clad sash for a lowmaintenance, durable window with
historical charm.

Primed - Built using traditional
trim/casing dimensions and with
widely accepted historical design
features, Lincoln’s primed windows
are the conventional choice in
markets requiring painted wood
exteriors.

Natural Wood - Products with all
wood exterior are a timeless design
ready for your finish and sealer.  Our
three all-wood exteriors showcase
the distinctive warmth and beauty
of wood capable of blending in with
natural siding materials.

Limited product selection
(excludes Lincoln Fit)

Limited product selection
(excludes Lincoln Fit)

Limited product selection
(excludes Lincoln Fit)

Frame:

Frame:

High-grade natural wood:

•Wood with white factory applied waterbased acrylic latex primer, ready for
paint and white, paintable* cellular
PVC sill and blindstop

•Wood with white factory applied waterbased acrylic latex primer, ready for
paint and white, paintable* cellular
PVC sill and blindstop

Sash:

•Wood with white factory applied
water-based acrylic latex primer, ready
for paint

•.050 extruded aluminum in all colors
•.050 extruded PVC vinyl in White,
Sandstone and Adobe (not available
for patio doors)

Cellular PVC:
•2” brickmould
•Flat casing - any dimension up to 8”
•Backband
•Williamsburg
•1” standard sill nosing
•2” historical sill nosing

•Pine
•Mahogany
•Fir
Sanded smooth and ready for stain
and sealer.

Sash:
•Wood with white factory applied
water-based acrylic latex primer, ready
for paint
Cellular PVC:
•2” brickmould
•Flat casing - any dimension up to 8”
•Backband
•Williamsburg
•1” standard sill nosing
•2” historical sill nosing
Wood:

High-grade natural wood:
•2” brickmould
•Flat casing - any dimension up to 8”
•Williamsburg
•1” standard sill nosing

•2” brickmould
•Flat casing - any dimensions up to 8”
•Williamsburg
•1” standard sill nosing
Any dimension up to 6”.

Any dimension up to 6”.

Any dimension up to 6”.

*Moderate.  Apply UV resistant paint
and periodic check-up.

*Moderate.  Apply UV resistant paint
and periodic check-up.

Frequent.  Apply high-grade finish and
inspect quality annually.

Excels in strength and design flexibility.

Exceptional thermal performance built
with traditional specifications.

Magnificent all-wood assembly, both
energy efficient and distinctive.

High.

Very high.

Very high.

When only the best will do.
Choose Lincoln for your new construction, remodeling
or even light commercial projects.   With over 60 years
of manufacturing experience built into every unit, we
engineer our windows and patio doors for visual appeal
as well as outstanding performance and back it up with
exceptional customer service before and after the sale.  
We are continually expanding our list of product offerings,
options, and accessories and are confident that we have
the perfect window or patio door to harmonize with your
ideas and designs.
Lincoln Windows & Patio Doors
carry an extensive product
warranty.  Ask your dealer for
complete information.

Committed to protecting and
preserving the environment.
Lincoln Windows is committed to
environmental stewardship.  As
responsible corporate citizens, we
are dedicated to manufacturing
energy efficient products and
managing our resources in a
manner that reduces our impact on
the environment.
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